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In Brief
The Facts:Derrick Broze, a journalist and activist
recently presented to Houston about the new proposed 5G
network. He points to multiple studies and scientists
outlining serious health concerns for all.
Reflect On:What can you do to mitigate this? There are
solutions presented in the article but are you taking
any? How can our regulatory agencies approve a
technology that’s so harmful to human biology? What is
going on here?

The 5G network is new, and it’s being accepted, approved and
implemented already without any appropriate safety testing nor
discussion with the public.
Recent research has revealed that the frequencies utilized in
crowd control weapons are the same as the frequencies used in
the 5G network, and there is absolutely no question about the
fact that these electromagnetic frequencies impact our biology
in multiple harmful ways. With more than 2000 peer-reviewed
studies on the subject, thousands of scientists raising
multiple causes for concern, hundreds of scientists
petitioning the United Nations, and absolutely no oversight,
regulation or safety testing, how is it that this type of
thing is legal and allowed to be approved?
Well, the 5G, and the entire global network of wireless
technology is controlled by a few people and corporations.
This highlights the relationship that western corporations
have with government regulatory agencies. These corporations
sit above the government, and through lobbying, corporations
provide instructions to government regulatory agencies. Our
regulatory health agencies are a cesspool of corruption as
well, so much to the point where those who work within these
agencies are actually starting to have a shift in
consciousness and are speaking out. The problem has become so
big and widespread that they cannot remain silent. The SPIDER
papers from multiple CDC scientists was an excellent example,
outlining the grave concern about the CDC’s relationship with
corporations and the stranglehold these corporations have over
them.
Multiple countries around the world have banned WiFi and the
building of cell phone towers near primary schools and
nurseries, among many other places due to the evidence that
shows they are not safe and can implicate the health of young
children and adults.
Dr. Devra Lee Davis,

founding director of the board on

Environmental Studies and Toxicology of the U.S. National
Research Council, National Academy of Sciences, founding
director of the Center for Environmental Oncology, University
of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, and President of the
Environmental Health Trust stated:
“If you are one of the millions who seek faster downloads of
movies, games and virtual pornography, a solution is at hand,
that is, if you do not mind volunteering your living body in
a giant uncontrolled experiment on the human population. At
this moment, residents of the Washington, DC region – like
those of 100 Chinese cities – are about to be living within a
vast experimental Millimeter wave network to which they have
not consented – all courtesy of American taxpayers,”
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That’s why the video below is so important, it’s a video of
Derrick Broze, founder of the Conscious Resistance network.
Not only are scientists speaking out about this issue, and
continuing to publish eye-opening research, much of which can
be found at The Environmental Health Trust, but citizens and
activists are getting involved too.
The speech below takes place at a hearing in Houston. This,
like so many other health issues we are facing, is important
to raise awareness about together. The more people speaking up
and creating awareness, the more chances we have of that this
awareness leads to action or at the very least, a deep
realization by council members that they are being bullied by
corporations, much like we’re seeing in France.
[Read more here]

Robert O’Leary, JD BARA, has had an abiding
interest in alternative health products &
modalities since the early 1970’s & he has
seen how they have made people go from lacking
health to vibrant health. He became an
attorney, singer-songwriter, martial artist &
father along the way and brings that
experience to his practice as a BioAcoustic Soundhealth
Practitioner, under the tutelage of the award-winning founder
of BioAcoustic Biology, Sharry Edwards, whose Institute of
BioAcoustic Biology has now been serving clients for 30 years
with a non-invasive & safe integrative modality that supports
the body’s ability to self-heal using the power of the human
voice. Robert brings this modality to serve clients in Greater
Springfield, Massachusetts and New England (USA) & “virtually”
the
world.
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